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ABSTRACT
The decentralized propose of wise-store
is
semantic
responsive
organization.
Decentralized design improves system scalability
and reduces query latency for composite
metadata queries. It is hold up different
composite queries in resourceful such as top-k
and search queries. So we can develop the large
storage file system in Exabyte – Level system
with billions of files. It has functionality and
resourceful in search for composite metadata
queries and very fast. Wise store has provided
innovative query called search query. It is very
flexible reduced latency for search composite
metadata queries in accessing file and also
enhancing security using RSA algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION
Metadata is often called „data about data‟.
More precisely, it is the essential definition or
structured description of the content, quality,
condition or other characteristics of data. Metadata
can be defined as a structured description of the
content, quality, condition or other characteristics of
data. Metadata needs to accompany data otherwise
the data being transmitted or communicated cannot
be understood. The term of metadata is ambiguous,
as it is used for two fundamentally different
concepts. Although the expression data about data is
often used, it does not apply to both in the same
way. Structural metadata, the design and
specification of data structures, cannot be about
data, because at design time the application contains
no data. Existing metadata retrieving is a critical
requirement in the next-generation data storage
systems serving high-end computing. As the storage
capacity is approaching Exabyte and the number of
files stored is reaching billions, directory-tree based
metadata organization widely deployed in
predictable file systems can no longer meet the
necessities of scalability and functionality. For the
next-generation large-scale storage systems, new
metadata organization schemes are beloved to meet
three critical goals: 1) to serve a large number of
synchronized accesses with low latency and 2) to
provide flexible I/O interfaces to permit users to
perform advanced metadata queries, such as range,
top-k queries 3) We promote append new queries
called search queries, to flexible functionality and
decrease query latency. Although existing
distributed database systems can work well in some
real-world data-intensive applications, they are
inefficient in very large-scale file systems due to

five main reasons. First, as the storage system is
scaling up rapidly, a very large-scale file system, the
main concern of this paper, generally consists of
thousands of server nodes, contains trillions of files,
and
reaches
Exabyte-data-volume
(EB).
Unfortunately, existing distributed databases fail to
achieve efficient management of petabytes of data
and thousands of concurrent requests. Second, for
heterogeneous execution environments, devices of
file systems are heterogeneous, such as
supercomputers; Instead, DBMS often assumes
homogeneous and dedicated high-performance
hardware devices. Recently, the database research
community has become aware of this problem and
agreed that existing DBMS for general-purpose
applications would not be a “one size fit all”
solution. This issue has also been observed by file
system researchers. Third, for heterogeneous data
types, their metadata in file systems are also
heterogeneous. Fourth the metadata may be
structured, semi structured, or even unstructured,
since they come from different operational system
platforms and support various real-world
applications. Fifth existing storage system has not
provide fully security. In the next-generation file
systems, metadata accesses will very possible
develop into a severe performance bottleneck as
metadata-based.

II. WISE STORE SYSTEM
As the storage ability is forthcoming
Exabyte‟s and the number of files stored is reaching
billions, directory-tree based metadata organization
broadly deployed in predictable file systems can no
longer meet the necessities of scalability and
functionality. For the next-generation large-scale
storage systems, new metadata organization
schemes are beloved to meet three critical goals: 1)
To serve a large number of synchronized accesses
with low latency and 2) To make available flexible
I/O interfaces to permit users to carry out highly
developed metadata queries, such as top-k queries
and range queries to additional decrease query
latency 3) It has make available enhancing security
using RSA algorithm.
II.(i) Bloom Filter Encoding
Step 1: start
Step 2: declare the variables of x, y, m, i
Step 3: Collect file locations from x (keyword)
stored in X.
Step 4: Generate hashcode for X[i].hashcode
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Step 5: Store the all hash code in m bit Array
position.
BF (m) <=X[i].hashcode
Step 6: Transfer the Bf (m) to next keyword(y)
server port.
Step 7: Execute && (intersection) or || (union) on
the received BF with the server (Y).
Step 8: Send X && y or X || y to client port.
Step 9: Stop
II.(ii) RSA algorithm
(i) For public data:
1. get X(i) from the X.
2. RSA take X(i) and key.
3. It produce the hashcode.
X(i)+key=>hs(x)
4. Store the hashcode in Bloom Filter array
position.
BF(m)=hs(x)
5. it continue till last element reached.
(ii)For private data:
1. get Y(i) from the Y.
2. RSA take Y(i) and key.
3. It produce the hashcode.
Y(i)+key=>hs(y)
4. Store the hashcode in Bloom Filter array position.
BF(m)=hs(y)
5. it continue till last element reached.

Fig 1
Wise store has provided innovative query
called search query. It is very flexible reduced
latency for search composite metadata queries in
accessing files. This query is used to investigate
partially name of file or interrelated name of files.
So we can find without doubt of metadata that
corresponding file name. Alternatively, the semantic
grouping can also progress system scalability and
avoid access bottlenecks and single-point failures
since it renders the metadata organization fully
decentralized whereby most operations, such as
insertion/deletion and queries, can be executed
within a given group. Provide the synchronized
access with low latency. To make available flexible
I/O interfaces to permit users to carry out superior
metadata queries, such as range and top-k queries, to
promote decrease query latency, It support search
query concept and we can be relevant the security
system in this idea.
A semantic R- consists of index units (i.e.,
nonleaf nodes) containing location and mapping
information and storage units (i.e., leaf nodes)
containing file metadata, both of which are hosted
on a collection of storage servers. User send the
query to the R-Tree in various types such as point,
Range, top-k, Condition. After processing the query
in semantic R-Tree then final result send to client
machine.
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trees may be used to represent the equivalent set of
IV. DATA FLOW DIAGRAM
metadata to correspondent query patterns
effectively. Wise Store supports composite queries
as well as range, top-k queries, and search query in
adding together to simple point query.
Wise Store that provides multiuser services
for users while organizes metadata to enhance
system performance by using decentralized semantic
R-tree structures. Each metadata server is a leaf
node in our semantic R-tree and can also potentially
hold multiple nonlife nodes of the R-tree. We refer
to the semantic R-tree leaf nodes as storage units
and the non leaf nodes as index units.

Fig 2
In system initialization development are
formed index unit and storage unit depending upon
the transient parameters
values, index unit
containing location and mapping information,
storage units (i.e., leaf nodes) containing file
metadata, both of which are hosted on a collection
of storage servers then semantic grouping is
performed in grouping of metadata by given
attribute value.
Then Semantic R-Tree construct the User
send the query to the R-Tree in various types
composite queries such as point, Range ,top-k, and
search query After processing the multi queries in
semantic R-Tree then provide final result send to
client machine.

V. NODE CREATION
Our system generates the collection of
storage units and index units by given the values. In
this module first construct the storage unit and index
unit by benevolent the specify information of node
such as node name, node ipaddress and node port
no.

VII. USER QUERY PROCESSING

VI. CONSTRUCTION OF R-TREE
A semantic R- consists of index units (i.e.,
nonleaf nodes) containing location and mapping
information and storage units (i.e., leaf nodes)
containing file metadata, together which are hosted
on a collection of storage servers. One or more R-

Wise Store supports flexible multi-query
services for users and these queries follow similar
query path. In all-purpose, users initially send a
query request to a randomly chosen server that is
also represented as storage unit that is a leaf node of
semantic R-tree. The chosen storage unit, also called
home unit for the request, then retrieves semantic Rtree nodes by using an on-line multicast-based or
off-line pre-computation approach to locating a
query request to its associated R-tree node. After
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obtaining query results, the home unit returns them
to users.

scale distributed storage system with a large number
of storage units.

9. Conclusion

Fig 5

VIII. MULTIUSER SERVICE
It supports complex queries, such as range,
top-k queries and search query within the
framework of ultra-large-scale distributed file
systems.
More purposely, our Wise Store holds up
four query interfaces for point, range, top-k queries
and search queries. Predictable query schemes in
small scale file systems are often concerned with
filename-based queries that will almost immediately
rendered inefficient and ineffective in nextgeneration large-scale distributed file systems.
The composite queries will serve as an
essential portal or browser, like the web or web
browser for Internet and city map for a tourist, for
query services in an organization of files. Our study
is a first attempt at providing support for composite
queries directly at the file system level. A new
pattern for organizing file metadata for nextgeneration file systems, called Wise Store, by
exploiting file semantic to provide efficient and
scalable composite queries while enhancing system
scalability and functionality. Wise Store lies in it
matches actual data distribution and physical layout
with their logical semantic correlation so that a
composite query can be effectively served within
one or a small number of storage units. Expressly, a
semantic grouping technique is proposed to
effectively recognize files that are correlated in their
physical attributes or behavioural attributes. Wise
Store can very powerfully support composite
queries, such as range, top-k queries, and search
query which will possible become progressively
more important in the next-generation file systems.
The model performance proves that Wise Store is
extremely scalable, and can be deployed in a large-

A new model for organizing file metadata
for next-generation file systems, called Wise Store,
by exploiting file semantic to provide wellorganized and scalable composite queries while
enhancing system scalability and functionality. Wise
Store lies in it matches authentic data delivery and
physical describe with their logical semantic
correlation so that a composite query can be
effectively served within one or a small number of
storage units. Specially, a semantic grouping
method is proposed to effectively recognize files
that are correlated in their physical attributes or
behavioural attributes. Wise Store can very
resourcefully support composite queries, such as
range, top-k queries and search query ,which will
likely develop into increasingly essential in the nextgeneration file systems. The model performance
proves that Wise Store is highly scalable, and can be
deployed in a large-scale distributed storage system
with a large number of storage units. Wise store has
provided innovative query called search query. It is
very flexible reduced latency for search composite
metadata queries in accessing file and also
enhancing security using RSA algorithm.
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